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Abstract. A resonance model for two-pion production in the pion-nucleon reaction is developed that in-
cludes information obtained in the analysis of pion-nucleon scattering in a meson-exchange model. The
baryonic resonances ∆(1232), N∗(1440), N∗(1520), N∗(1535), and N∗(1650) are included. The model re-
produces the total cross-sections up to kinetic energies of the incident pion of 400MeV and obtains the
shapes of the differential cross-sections in reasonable agreement with the data.

PACS. 13.75.-n Hadron-induced low- and intermediate-energy reactions and scattering – 13.75.Gx Pion-
baryon interactions – 13.85.Fb Inelastic scattering: two-particle final states – 14.20.Gk Baryon resonances
with S = 0

1 Introduction

Recent experimental progress provides data for two-pion
production in both pion-induced and electromagnetic re-
actions up to energies of about 2.1GeV, see, e.g., refs. [1–
5]. New isobar models have been developed to deduce
masses and widths of baryon resonances from the data [6,
7]. A basic problem for these analyses is given by the
fact that the excitation of resonances is accompanied by
other non-resonant processes, the so-called background.
At present, the non-resonant processes are treated phe-
nomenologically [6], using or extending methods known
from the analysis of pion-nucleon scattering [8–11]. A com-
bined theoretical treatment of resonances and background
is a challenge for theory.

At low energies, chiral perturbation theory provides
a quantitative theoretical understanding of pion-induced
two-pion production. Calculations in heavy baryon chi-
ral perturbation theory have been extended to third or-
der [12–14]. An important result obtained in ref. [13] is
the observation that contributions from loop diagrams
are negligible. This is non-trivial because in pion-nucleon
scattering, unitarity effects can be important even close
to threshold in some partial waves. In two-pion produc-
tion, however, the imaginary contributions interfere de-
structively. The important contributions at third order are
the tree level diagrams involving the finite-dimension two
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low-energy constants ci and tree level corrections of or-
der 1/mN , with mN the nucleon mass. This finding of
ref. [13] explains why a previous relativistic baryon chi-
ral perturbation theory calculation at tree level includ-
ing terms from the dimension two effective pion-nucleon
Lagrangian works so well for pion kinetic energies up
to 400MeV [15]. Moreover, the numerical values of the
low-energy constants (LECs) ci of the pion-nucleon La-
grangian can be understood in terms of resonance satura-
tion [16], more precisely through the s- and u-channel exci-
tations of baryon resonances (∆,N ∗(1440)) and t-channel
meson resonances (σ, ρ). As a consequence, one may ob-
tain a reasonable model for treating baryon resonances in
two-pion production reactions by replacing the low-energy
constants of chiral perturbation theory by diagrams con-
taining explicit resonances. This has been done by Jensen
and Miranda [17] and by Kammano and Arima [18] and
in resonance models like, e.g., [19–22]. Such an approach
makes sense if one checks that at low energies the chiral
perturbation theory results are recovered or if one enforces
this behaviour through explicit matching of the pertinent
amplitudes.

In the present work, we want to include information
about pion-nucleon scattering into the construction of a
resonance model for two-pion production. We use results
obtained in ref. [23] which treats pion-nucleon scatter-
ing in a coupled-channel model. The model incorporates
the effects of the ππN states by introducing σN , π∆
and ρN channels. The interactions between these channels
is derived from a chirally symmetric Lagrangian supple-
mented by additional terms for the ∆, ω, ρ, and σ fields.
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The model includes the ∆(1232), N ∗(1520), N∗(1535),
and N∗(1650) as explicit resonances. It is able to repro-
duce the experimental phase shifts and inelasticities up to
1500MeV. For larger energies, it predicts a non-resonant
background. The model does not need an explicit Roper
resonance N∗(1440), but is able to describe the P11 partial
wave and in particular the inelasticity by the dynamics of
the σN and π∆ channels.

2 The model

Figure 1 shows the classes of diagrams which are included
in the present resonance model. The diagrams (a), (b),
and (c) contain two baryon propagators whereas (d1)-(d4)
contain one. We consider the nucleon, the ∆(1232), and
the N∗(1520), N∗(1535), N∗(1650), and N∗(1440) which
are denoted by the indices i and j, respectively. We also
include two-pion resonances in the Iππ = 0 and Iππ = 1
partial waves, see diagram (d5) (and below).

Meson-dynamical models generate unitary pion-
nucleon scattering T -matrices by solving the Bethe-
Salpeter equation

T = K +KGT, (1)

where G denotes the two-particle propagator and K
the scattering kernel which in principle includes all two-
particle irreducible diagrams. The scattering kernel can be
split into a pole term K2 which contains s-channel pole
diagrams and the non-pole term K1 = K −K2. As is well
known, the T -matrix separates into a pole part T2 and a
non-pole part T1 = T −T2 [24,25]. The non-pole T -matrix
is obtained by solving

T1 = K1 +K1GT1. (2)

The non-pole T -matrix generates the dressed vertex f
which is obtained from the bare vertex f0 as follows:

f = f0 + f0 GT1. (3)

The self-energy Σ is given by

Σ = f†0 Gf, (4)

and the pole T -matrix reads

T2 = f† g f , (5)

where g−1 = G−1 −Σ denotes the dressed propagator.
The diagram (d1) shown in fig. 1 factorizes into two

subdiagrams, the first of which is a part of the non-pole
scattering kernel of the meson-nucleon T -matrix corre-
sponding to a meson-exchange in the t-channel, while
the second subdiagram is the coupling of the intermedi-
ate baryon propagator to a pion-nucleon final state. Like-
wise, the diagram (d2) factorizes into a pion production
followed by a subdiagram corresponding to a non-pole
meson-baryon scattering kernel. Diagrams (b) and (d) fac-
torize into u-channel processes and pion production ampli-
tudes. The u-channel and t-channel subdiagrams are the
Born approximation to the non-pole T -matrix.
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Fig. 1. (Colour on-line) Classes of diagrams describing the
πN → ππN reaction near threshold. The internal baryon
propagators labeled i and j (blue double lines) represent the
nucleon, the ∆, and the N∗ resonances N∗(1440), N∗(1520),
N∗(1535),N∗(1650), respectively. The ρ and σ meson propaga-
tors are shown by (green) dotted lines. The (red) dashed lines
stand for external pions, while (blue) solid lines are external
nucleons.

In the present work, we restrict the model to the dia-
grams shown in fig. 1. This allows a relatively simple treat-
ment of two-pion production because only tree-level dia-
grams with dressed vertices and dressed propagators taken
from a pion-nucleon scattering model have to be evalu-
ated. An iteration of the non-pole subdiagrams would re-
quire to solve eq. (2) which commonly is done numerically
relying on a partial-wave representation in the center-
of-mass frame, but implies technical complications when
boosts to other frames are required, e.g. when evaluating
the two-pion production amplitude.

In ref. [23], the inelasticities of the P11 partial wave
were explained by the final-state interactions, i.e. the non-
pole contribution of the T -matrix. In the present model,
such a structure cannot be generated. We therefore have
to treat the Roper resonance in a simplified way and rep-
resent it as an s-channel resonance. A Roper propagator is
introduced which has a structure analogous to the nucleon
propagator.

We simplify the formalism employed in ref. [23] by
solving the coupled channel problem for meson-nucleon
scattering in the K-matrix approximation. Moreover, we
employ a derivative coupling for the coupling of the nu-
cleon resonances to the pseudo-scalar mesons which was
used in ref. [26] to improve the description of the S11πN
partial wave.

For brevity, we only display the various propagators
that enter the calculation. All the necessary formalism to
calculate the relevant amplitudes, cross-sections, etc., can
e.g. be taken from ref. [13].
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Table 1. The meson-baryon interaction Lagrangian.

Vertex L

πNN −
fπNN

Mπ
ψ̄γ5γµτa∂

µπaψ

πN∆ fπN∆

Mπ
∆̄µT †

a∂
µπaψ + H.c.

ρππ −gρππεabcπa∂
µπbρc

ρNN −gρNN ψ̄(γµ −
κρNN

2mN
σµν∂ν)τaρ

a
µψ

σππ −g1M
2
ππaπaσ + g2

2
∂µπa∂

µπaσ

σNN −gσNN ψ̄ψσ

σσσ −gσσσMσ σ
3

π∆∆ fπ∆∆

Mπ
∆̄µγ5γνTa∂

νπa∆
µ

ρN∆ −i
fρN∆

Mρ
∆̄µγ5γ

νT †
aρ

a
µνψ +H.c.

ρ∆∆ −gρNN ∆̄σ(γµ −
κρ∆∆

2m∆
σµν∂ν)Taρ

a
µ∆

σ

P11πN −
fP11πN

Mπ
ψ̄N∗γ5γµτa∂

µπaψ +H.c.

P11π∆
fP11π∆

Mπ
∆̄µT †

a∂µπaψN∗ +H.c.

P11σ∆ −gP11σN ψ̄N∗ψσ +H.c.

D13πN i fD13πN

M2
π

ψ̄µN∗γ5γ
ντaψ∂ν∂µπa +H.c.

D13π∆
fD13π∆

Mπ
ψ̄µN∗γνTa∂

νπa∆µ +H.c.

S11πN
fS11πN

Mπ
ψ̄N∗γµτa∂

µπaψ +H.c.

S11ηN
fS11ηN

Mη
ψ̄N∗γµ∂

µηψ +H.c.

The nucleon propagator is given by

SN (p) =
/p+mN

p2 −m2
N −ΣN (p2)

, (6)

withmN the nucleon mass. The self-energyΣN is obtained
by including the πN , π∆, and the σN reaction channels
in eq. (3). The propagator of the ∆(1232) is given by

Dµν(p) =
/p+m∆

p2 −m2
∆ −Σ∆(p2)

(P
3

2 )µν +Dµν
1

2

, (7)

with m∆ the mass of the ∆(1232). The spin-(1/2) con-
tribution Dµν

1

2

is identical with the spin-(1/2) part of

the Rarita-Schwinger propagator. These contributions are,
however, non-propagating and can be represented in an
effective field theory approach by contact operators, see,
e.g., [27]. The delta self-energy Σ∆ is evaluated taking
into account only the pion-nucleon intermediate state and
neglecting the non-pole contribution of the pion-nucleon
interaction, i.e.:

Σ∆ = f†0 GπN f0. (8)

This is a good approximation because the P33 partial wave
in the pion-nucleon scattering model of ref. [23] is given
mainly by the ∆-pole diagram for partial waves up to
approximately 1.3GeV.

The interaction Lagrangians employed are shown in
table 1. A partial refit of the parameters of ref. [23] is re-
quired. In a first step, the parameters of the πN potential
are readjusted without the N∗ pole diagrams to the scat-
tering lengths and phase shifts below 1.2GeV. Then the

Table 2. Coupling constants and masses in GeV. The con-
stants g2

1 and g2
2 are in GeV−2.

f2
πNN/(4π) 0.0778 f2

P11(1440)πN/(4π) 0.011

f2
πN∆/(4π) 0.36 f2

P11(1440)π∆/(4π) 0.04

g2
ρNN/(4π) 0.80 f2

P11(1440)σN/(4π) 13.0

κρNN 1.94 f2
D13(1520)πN/(4π) 0.0009

g2
σNN/(4π) 1.03 f2

D13(1520)π∆/(4π) 0.03

f2
π∆∆/(4π) 0.04 f2

S11(1535)πN/(4π) 0.003

f2
ρN∆/(4π) 4.5 f2

S11(1535)ηN/(4π) 0.47

g2
ρ∆∆/(4π) 16.0 f2

S11(1650)ηN/(4π) 0.009

κρ∆∆ 15.0

g2
ρππ/(4π) 2.905 g2

1/(4π) 98.94

g2
σσσ/(4π) 0.625 g2

2/(4π) 7.32

mN 0.93893 mD13(1520) 1.515

m∆ 1.232 mS11(1535) 1.535

mP11(1440) 1.491 mS11(1650) 1.701

Mπ 0.13803 Mρ 0.772

Mη 0.5473 Mσ 0.8346

π∆∆, ρN∆, and the ρ∆∆ couplings are fitted. Finally the
parameters of the N∗ resonances are fixed. Table 2 sum-
marizes the coupling constants and masses. The value of
the tensorial ρNN vertex has been reduced in comparison
to the value employed in ref. [23].

The diagrams (d1), (d2), (d3), (d4), and (d5) con-
tain a σ or ρ propagator. Since here we need a reason-
able model for the pion-pion interaction below two-pion
invariant masses of 1 GeV only, a simplified version of
the meson-exchange model to pion-pion scattering suf-
fices [28]. We include a dressing of the σ and ρ propaga-
tors by two-pion intermediate states only, neglecting KK̄
intermediate states and non-pole scattering kernels. Ta-
bles 1 and 2 show the relevant interaction Lagrangian and
coupling constants. Unitarity is taken care of by solving
eq. (1) for the two-pion system.

3 Results

In fig. 2, the threshold behaviour of the total cross-sections
of the five different experimentally accessible channels

π± p→ π± π+ n,

π± p→ π± π0 p,

π− p→ π0 π0 n (9)

are shown as a function of the kinetic energy of the initial
state pion in the laboratory frame, Tπ. The corresponding
invariant mass

√
s of the initial pion-nucleon system is

given by
s = (mN +Mπ)

2 + 2mNTπ, (10)

with Mπ the relevant neutral or charged pion mass de-
pending on the channel under consideration. The∆-isobar
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Fig. 2. (Colour on-line) Total cross-sections for the reaction
πN → ππN . The (red) solid lines show the results of the
present model. For comparison, the results obtained in heavy
baryon chiral perturbation theory [13] are displayed by the
(green) dot-dashed line. The data are taken from ref. [5] and
the compilation in ref. [29].

corresponds to Tπ = 0.19GeV, while the maximal pion ki-
netic energy Tπ = 0.4GeV translates into

√
s = 1.38GeV

which is below the nominal mass of the Roper resonance.
The observables are calculated assuming isospin symme-
try. Following refs. [13,15], we included the effect of isospin
breaking by the masses of the final states by shifting the
isospin symmetric threshold to the correct threshold en-
ergy for each reaction channel.

Close to threshold, the present model obtains cross-
sections which agree with the results of chiral perturbation
theory. This could be expected since the model incorpo-
rates the experimental information on low-energy pion-
nucleon scattering. It should be stressed, however, that
the model is not as precise as chiral perturbation theory
because it does not offer a counting scheme which would
allow systematic improvements. Chiral perturbation the-
ory starts to overshoot the experimental cross-sections for
the π+p → π+π+n reaction at about Tπ ' 0.3GeV. In-
creasing the order of the expansion would push the range
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Fig. 3. (Colour on-line) Influence of resonances on the total
cross-sections for the reaction πN → ππN . Full model: (red)
solid lines; omission of the ∆-resonance: (green) dot-dashed
lines; omission of the N∗ resonances: (blue) dashed lines. The
(violet) dotted lines show the contribution of diagrams with an
intermediate ρ-meson decaying to two pions.

of validity of the chiral calculation to higher energies. In
the model, some higher-order terms are included by unita-
rization effects. It is important to note that these higher-
order effects are of no relevance in the threshold region.
The model continues to agree with the experimental data
up to about Tπ ' 0.4GeV.

In fig. 3, we investigate the effect of different reso-
nances on the total cross-sections by omitting the con-
tribution of various baryon resonances. The ∆-resonance
may be expected to play an important role for the π+p
reaction for pion kinetic energies of about Tπ = 0.2GeV.
This is seen in the reaction π+p → π+π0p, but not in
the reaction π+p → π+π+n. A closer inspection showed
that the contribution of a diagram with an intermediate
∆-resonance by itself is large, but that there is destructive
interference between the ∆ contributions. Such cancella-
tions are also observed in the description of electromag-
netic two-pion production off nucleons in the threshold re-
gion, see, e.g., [30]. The effect of the ∆ can be seen in the
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Fig. 4. (Colour on-line) Differential cross-sections dσ/dM 2
ππ

for π+p → π+π+n. Full model: (red) solid line; phase space:
(blue) dotted line; chiral perturbation theory: (green) dot-
dashed line [13]. The data are from ref. [5].

π−p reaction channels. The impact of the N ∗ resonances
S11(1535) and D13(1520) on the total cross-sections is
negligible in each of the five reaction channels in the en-
ergy region investigated. The largest effect of N ∗ reso-
nances is due to the Roper resonance and can be seen in
the π−p → π+π−n and π−p → π0π0n reactions, where
the two final pions can be produced in a relative s-wave.
The role of the Roper resonance was recently also inves-
tigated in ref. [31]. The σN channel is not allowed in the
π−p → π0π−p reaction and therefore the N∗ resonances
contribute very little.

The model includes two-pion production via an inter-
mediate ρ-meson. For the π+π+n and π0π0n final states,
trivial isospin selection rules do not allow contributions
from an intermediate ρ-meson, and in the other final
states, the effect of those processes is marginal, as ex-
pected, see fig. 3.

The differential cross-sections dσ/dM 2
ππ for the reac-

tions π+p→ π+π+n are shown for five different values of
the kinetic energy Tπ of the incident pion in fig. 4 (here
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Fig. 5. (Colour on-line) Differential cross-sections dσ/dt for
π+p → π+π+n. Full model: (red) solid line; phase space:
(blue) dotted line; chiral perturbation theory: (green) dot-
dashed line [13]. The data are from ref. [5].

Mππ is the invariant mass of the final-state two-pion sys-
tem). The data measured at TRIUMF can be fitted rea-
sonably well by three-body phase space [5]. Chiral per-
turbation theory (CHPT) predicts the average magnitude
of the cross-sections correctly, but produces a large devi-
ation from phase space emphasizing low values of M 2

ππ.
The cross-sections calculated within the resonance model
agree with chiral perturbation theory for low values of
M2

ππ for both Tππ = 223MeV and Tππ = 243MeV, but
drop with increasing M2

ππ more slowly than the CHPT
predictions do. For Tπ = 305MeV, the model reproduces
the experimental cross-sections above M 2

ππ = 6M2
π , but

overestimates the data below M 2
ππ = 6M2

π . We note again
that the higher-order terms generated by the unitarization
procedure play only a small role at low energies.

In contrast to the Mππ distributions shown in fig. 4,
the differential cross-sections dσ/dt strongly deviate from
phase space, see fig. 5. Chiral perturbation theory repro-
duces the shapes of the t-distributions rather well, but
misses the strong rise of the data at small momentum
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Fig. 6. (Colour on-line) Differential cross-sections dσ/d cos θ
for π+p → π+π+n. Full model: (red) solid line. A calculation
employing bare vertices f0 is displayed by the (blue) dashed
line. The predictions of chiral perturbation theory are shown
by the (green) dot-dashed line [13]. The data are from [5].

transfers. The model can reproduce the t-distributions
nearly quantitatively for small values of the momentum
transfer t, but overpredicts the data at large momentum
transfers.

The differential cross-section dσ/d cos θ for the π+p→
π+π+n reaction has to be symmetric for cos θ = 0 because
of the symmetry of the reaction under exchange of the two
produced pions. The experimental cross-sections show a
maximum at cos θ = 0, see fig. 6. The chiral perturbation
theory at order three predicts a minimum, however. The
model obtains a maximum near θ = 90◦ in qualitative
agreement with the data. When replacing the dressed ver-
tex functions f by the bare ones, however, the shape of
the angular distribution changes and one obtains a mini-
mum at θ = 90◦. This finding suggests that a chiral per-
turbation theory carried to fourth order would solve the
problem of the angular distributions in the π+p→ π+π+n
reaction.
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Fig. 7. (Colour on-line) Differential cross-sections dσ/dM 2
ππ

for π−p→ π+π−n. Model without Roper resonance: (red) solid
line; model including Breit-Wigner Roper resonance: (red)
double-dotted dashed line; phase space: (blue) dotted line; chi-
ral perturbation theory: (green) dot-dashed line [13]. The data
are from ref. [5].

The differential cross-sections dσ/dM 2
ππ for the reac-

tion for π−p → π+π−n obtained at TRIUMF are shown
in fig. 7. The experimental data deviate significantly from
phase space and show a pronounced maximum close to
the largest values of M2

ππ. Chiral perturbation theory re-
produces the asymmetric distributions very well for the
pion kinetic energies Tπ = 223MeV and Tπ = 243MeV.
The model reproduces the shapes of the distributions, but
overestimates the absolute magnitudes. When switching
off the contribution from the Roper resonance, however,
a reasonable reproduction of the data is achieved. In the
present model, we have treated the Roper resonance in a
simplified way, which apparently produces an overestima-
tion of the effect of that resonance. If one wants to incor-
porate the possibility to generate resonances dynamically,
a major revision of the present approach is required. In
order to include the full non-pole T -matrix, an iteration
of the non-pole scattering kernel in the two-pion produc-
tion diagrams has to be performed for different Lorentz
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frames. This goes beyond the scope of the tree-level like
model discussed here.

4 Summary

We have presented a resonance model for the πN →
ππN reaction which incorporates information from pion–
nucleon scattering —these two processes are intimately
connected and should not be treated independently of each
other. The model is able to reproduce the total cross-
sections for kinetic energies of the incident pions up to
about 350MeV for all five reaction channels. This is a suc-
cess of the present approach which is only partially shared
in specific reaction channels by other resonance models
which do not include consistently pion-nucleon scattering
and two-pion production. The agreement with the differ-
ential experimental cross-sections is good, though not per-
fect. The total cross-sections have a smooth dependence
on the pion kinetic energy which does not allow to de-
duce obvious information about resonances. The differen-
tial cross-sections, on the other hand, show characteristic
deviations from three-body phase space. The inclusion of
the ∆-resonance suffices to explain the overall shapes.

In the second resonance region, the model starts to
break down. Here, we could trace the difficulties to our
approximate treatment of the Roper resonance. The re-
sults obtained in the present study suggest to go beyond
the Born approximation of the non-pole pion-nucleon T -
matrices, when constructing the two-pion production am-
plitudes for analyses in the second resonance region.
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